High-affinity binding of water by proteins is similar in air and in organic solvents.
Published data for water adsorption by proteins suspended in organic solvents (of interest as enzyme reaction mixtures) have been converted to a basis of thermodynamic water activity (aw). The resulting adsorption isotherms have been compared with those known for proteins equilibrated with water from a gas phase. This comparison can show any effects of the solvent on the interaction between the protein and water at the molecular level. At lower water contents (aw less than about 0.4), similar adsorption isotherms are found in each solvent and in the gas phase; differences are probably less than the likely errors. Hence, it may be concluded that the presence of an organic solvent has little effect on the interaction between proteins and tightly bound water; on a molecular scale there is probably little penetration of the primary hydration layer by solvent molecules, even fairly polar ones such as EtOH. At higher aw values, there are differences between the isotherms which probably are significant. Nonpolar solvents increase the amount of water bound by the enzyme (at fixed aw), while polar solvents (mainly EtOH) may reduce the amount of water bound by the enzyme, presumably by occupying part of the secondary hydration layers in place of water.